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Introduction
Abstract
47 RTGs successfully used in 28 US missions since 1961.
SoA RTGs have efficiencies ηMMRTG ~ 6.5%.
To improve η we need to improve zT.

MMRTG

To improve zT we need to improve thermoelectric materials
(zT depends only on materials parameters).

New materials operate at high T (~1100 °C), which means
more stresses.

Thermoelectric power generation

New materials have high zT (~1.4 @1000 °C), but are
mechanically fragile and brittle.

Efficiency

More robust and more performing materials are needed.
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Problem Description

Hot side interconnect
(HSI)

a) Interface between the thermoelectric materials (TE) and hot side interconnect (HSI) is
very critical part of thermoelectric couple assembly.
b) It operates at high T (~1100 °C), hence high stresses arise.

c) Mismatch between CTE (Coefficient of Thermal Expansion) of the materials is of great
concern (18 for TE vs. 12 for HSI).
d) It can generate cracks and bring to failure of couples (and generator).
e) Modify mechanical properties of thermoelectric materials without deteriorating
conversion efficiency is great challenge.
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Methodology
•

Purpose was to develop materials/strategies to reduce CTE of TE materials without deteriorating thermoelectric
properties.

•

Study focused on p-type thermoelectric material Yb14MnSb11 (high T material for NGRTG).

•

Dispersing particles of compatible metal into TE material (creating a new composite material) is expected to improve
mechanical properties.

•

Engineering the inclusion type, its density and its dispersion can retain thermoelectric properties.

•

After testing different materials and inclusion densities, tungsten (W) was selected because chemically, electronically,
and mechanically compatible with Yb14MnSb11.

•

W Young’s modulus (E) and CTE are expected to improve mechanical stability and decrease overall CTE.
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Results
a)

The best composition resulted being Yb14MnSb11 + 5vol% W.

b)

Peak zT remained unaltered zT~1.3 @1273 K.

c)

Material harness improved, and W inclusions limit crack propagation.

d)

CTE decreased from ~18 K-6 to ~14 K-6, expanding the material options for the HSI.

e)

All these factors play a huge role in device fabrication by improving robustness and
stability of thermoelectric couples assembly, and extending the life of generator.

zT≈ 1.3

CTE~13.82 K-6
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